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Tracey Curro

Welcome to the second of our Tax Time videos for 2014. And I’m joined once again by Phil Trevan who now is going to

take us through some of the changes taking place this year for work related expenses, what’s new in pre-filling, taxable

payments reporting, the lodgment program for 2014–15 and electronic client declarations.

Phil, let’s start with work related expenses.

I recall that each year the ATO selects certain occupations that you are going to pay particular attention to?

Phil Trevan

Yes Tracey, however this year we will not be limiting our attention to particular occupations. Instead we'll use our

extensive data analysis to identify areas requiring attention across all work related expense claims regardless of the

taxpayers' occupation.

Tracey Curro

Will there be a focus on particular expenses?

Phil Trevan

We’re paying particular attention to work related expense claims relating to:

overnight travel

transporting bulky tools and equipment, and

the work related proportion of use for computers, phones or other electronic devices excluding any private use.

As well as those areas of focus we'll continue to review incorrect or excessive claims for all other work related expenses.

Now if taxpayers are claiming work-related expense deductions, they must have spent the money, it must be related to

their job and they must have a record to prove it.

To assist agents’ clients we have produced three YouTube videos on work related expenses which can be found at

ato.gov.au/deductions

Tracey Curro

And 2014 see's further enhancements to the pre-filling report?

Phil Trevan

Yes we’ve made a number of changes in the 2014 report as a result of new government measures and recent

consultation with tax agents. Now I’ll just briefly run through the key changes:

The first one is account numbers will now be unmasked which will make it easier to identify individual accounts and

help resolve discrepancies.

We’ve made changes to the layout of ATO interest and we’ll include messages when data is unavailable.

We'll also aggregate totals to make reconciling your clients’ records easier.

Managed fund distributions will now include franked dividends from trusts, net income from trusts, net foreign rent,

capital gains and other deductions relating to amounts shown at net income from trusts.

The CGT class rulings section has been removed.
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There will be new data and information about changes to reporting farm managed deposits.

And finally there are changes to private health insurance as a result of the new legislation.

Agents who would like a complete list of all these changes, simply need visit ato.gov.au/taprefilling

Tracey Curro

Phil, the 2013–14 Taxable payments annual report is due by 21 July 2014?

Phil Trevan

Yes it is. We really encourage agents to lodge the report online.

If agents or their clients filled out a paper report last year and they have business software that can generate the annual

report, they can make the process quicker and easier this year by lodging online.

Tracey Curro

How do they lodge online or where do they go?

Phil Trevan

Well they can lodge the report using the File transfer function in Tax Agent Portal or the BAS Agent Portal or via Standard

Business Reporting-enabled software.

If they are not sure how to lodge online, we’ve produced a short video which explains how to go about it and that video

can be found at ato.gov.au/tpr

We also encourage agents and their clients to lodge early where they can to support us with prefilling. Now this will make

it easier for agents and their colleagues to prepare individual contractor tax returns.

Agents can find out who is required to report, along with the details required to be reported at

ato.gov.au/taxablepaymentsreporting

Now, here agents can also find answers to frequently asked questions with the information about how to register for a

taxable payments reporting webinar.

Tracey Curro

Ok thanks Phil.

We are now fast approaching the beginning of the 2014–15 lodgment program period. Tell us about any of the changes

in this year’s program?

Phil Trevan

First of all this year’s program is largely similar to last year’s program.

For 2014–15, the program makes available to all tax agents the 25 June lodgment date, for electronically lodged FBT

returns, regardless of the number of clients they have.

Now I also wanted to remind agents that they must continue to lodge their clients income tax returns and FBT returns

electronically in order to access the concessional due dates under the lodgment program.

If agents choose to lodge by paper they will need to lodge by the statutory due date to avoid their clients receiving

penalties for failing to lodge on time.

Registered agents can visit our website at ato.gov.au/lodgmentessentials for the full details of this year’s program.

Tracey Curro

Our next topic Phil is electronic client declarations. Many tax and BAS agents have been asking whether they have to

receive hard copies of client declarations because this is making things harder for agents to operate electronically with

their clients. Can you clarify that situation for us?

Phil Trevan

Yeah sure. Look, a client declaration is required every time an approved form is lodged by an agent with the ATO on

behalf of their clients.

Now examples of an approved form are returns, notices, statements, applications or other documents.

Tracey Curro

Can the declaration be made electronically is the question?

Phil Trevan

Yes they can, and this is as per Sections 9 and 10 of the Electronic Transactions Act 1999.
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If the information is required to be given in writing it can be given electronically, but only if the person receiving the

information consents to receiving it electronically.

Tracey Curro

Are there any special requirements that the taxpayer needs to include in an electronic declaration to their agent?

Phil Trevan

Yes Tracey. The electronic declaration must state:

that they (the taxpayer) have authorised you (the agent) to give the document to the Commissioner, and

that the information that they have provided to you (the agent) for the preparation of the document is true and

correct.

Now this is covered in Section 388-65 of schedule 1 of the Taxation Administration Act 1953.

Tracey Curro

Is there a minimum period of time that the declaration should be retained?

Phil Trevan

Yes there is. Taxpayers are required to retain the declaration (or a copy) for up to five years, depending on their

circumstances. We also recommend that agents also keep a copy of the declaration for their own records.

Sections 9 and 10 of the Electronic Transactions Act 1999 specify the requirements that must be met.

These are firstly, a method that is reasonable, is used to identify the person’s signature and to indicate the person’s

intention (for example an email from the client’s known email address).

Second, the agent receiving the declaration from the taxpayer must provide consent to the signature being sent in the

form it is in fact sent. Now this does not need to be actual consent. Inferred consent will suffice based on the conduct of

the agent.

Tracey Curro

Could you give me an example perhaps?

Phil Trevan

Sure. Let’s say a taxpayer sends an email to their agent authorising the agent to lodge an activity statement with the ATO.

The conduct of the agent in subsequently lodging the activity statement would be sufficient to infer his or her consent to

the electronic signature.

Tracey Curro

Ok thanks for that explanation Phil. And for now, we'll leave it there.

Phil Trevan

Thanks Tracey, pleasure.
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